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Summary

Piscirickettsia salmonis EBVs were evaluated as predictive values of mortality performance
in Atlantic salmon on farming conditions. In base of 104 full-sibs families, using data of
specific mortality of P. salmonis (SRS%) obtained under specific challenge and general
mortality associated to the same disease (Mort%) of harvested fish after 17 months of
growing phase, genetic correlation was estimated. The genetic correlation between SRS %
and Mort% was high (0.90), indicating that SRS% EBV is a good predictor on mortality
performance in the sea. This is the first study that reports genetic correlation between P.
salmonis resistance and field mortality associated to the same pathogen. Preliminary results
indicate that SRS% is a good candidate trait to select for P. salmonis resistance to secure good
performance in sea conditions. Only one sea site was considered. Further studies are needed
to assess different environmental conditions with different P. salmonis prevalences to have a
better estimate of the parameters.
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Introduction

Sea water mortality is one of the main traits that affect salmon farming. Its main causal
pathogen is P. salmonis, which is responsible for Septicaemia Rickettsial Syndrome (SRS).
P. salmonis resistance is therefore considered as a breeding goal in Atlantic salmon breeding
programs. Disease resistance selection is better done on challenge test under controlled
condition to obtain good estimates of the breeding values (Yañez & Martinez, 2010).
Controlled challenge tests were studied on P. salmonis resistance (Lhorente, 2012; Lhorente
et al., 2014; Bangera et al., 2017), which indicated that selection can be applied. However, no
real productive performance has been observed to estimate the real impact of P. salmonis
resistance. In this study, genetic correlation between P. salmonis resistance measured under
controlled challenge test (SRS%) and farming seawater condition (Mort%) was reported. This
is to evaluate whether favourable SRS% breeding values can significantly reduce field
mortalities under seawater rearing condition.

Materials & Methods



Animals and measurements

For this study, we used Atlantic salmons belonging to the 2014 year class of Line 1 from the
Atlantic salmon breeding program of AquaChile Holding, which belonged to 104 full-sibs
families. A number of 2,500 1 year-old smolts (120 g) were experimentally challenged
against P. salmonis in Aquainnovo’s research station, according to Yañez et al. (2014), and
Correa et al. On the other hand, 3,200 pit-tagged smolt representing the same families were
transferred to a sea farming site located in Canalad, XI region, where they were mixed and
reared in productive conditions for 17 months. A SRS outbreak was declared in Canalad sea
site in the last third of this cycle where mortality of the studied cage arrived to a 35 %.
Mortality trait (Mort%) was defined considering dead fish as dead condition (1) and alive as
survival condition (0), which after the growing phase were taken to a processing plant. In
addition, relationship information of parents coming from year class 2010 was considered in
the analysis.

Data Analysis

Genetic and environmental (co)variances of SRS % and Mort %, required to calculate genetic
correlation (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) were estimated using a bivariate cross-sectional
linear model (Odegard et al., 2007) solved by AIREMLF90 software (Misztal et al.,
2015).The model (equation 1) considered for SRS% as fixed effects the contemporary group
(tank*sex effect) and weight after challenge as covariate; for Mort % obtained in sea site only
animal random effect was considered, as only one cage was considered in the study. Sex
wasn´t considered, as it was recorded only on survivor fish. In general, animal was treated as
random effect.

y = Xb + Zu +e Equation 1

Where y are defined traits SRS% and Mort%, X design matrix that consider b fixed effects

and Z matrix that relate u breeding values with y, e where considered as residual effects.

The expectations of model were:

E =

Co-variance matrix structure of random effects was:

Análisis bi-variado: Var = ; Var =

In addition a univariate approach analysis was used for both SRS% and Mort% traits. A

threshold model (Equation 2) was setup and solve using ThrGibbsF90 software (Misztal et

al., 2015). In this approach a threshold value of underline parameter l, define binary



phenotype trait (0/1) such that lijk≤0 determine phenotype yijk = 0 and lijk>0, yijk=1.

Residual variance it´s assume as 1.

Pr(yijk =1) = Pr(lijk>0) = Φ (u+a+b), Equation 2

Where, Φ (*) is the standardized normal distribution, u: population mean, a: additive genetic

effect and b: fixed effect considered that were the same used by trait in bivariate analysis

Results & Discussion

Fish challenged under experimental conditions had a disease and evolution of mortality that
lasted 35 days and arrive to a 34 %. On the other hand, the sea cage recorded an accumulative
mortality of 35 %, representing a total mortality of 60 % for pit-tagged fish. This value
however was overestimated because a 5% of pit-tagged fish were lost during plant processing.

Using univariate approach a heritability of medium to low magnitude was estimated for
SRS % (0.38 ± 0.01) and medium to high for Mort % (0.65 ± 0.05), being the field condition
the highest value.

Using bivariate approach, a lower heritability value was estimated on SRS% (0.26)
comparing with univariate analysis, however, in both analysis approaches Mort% exhibited a
higher value (0.62-0.65), outside of what was reported for P. salmonis resistance (Yañez et
al., 2014; Lhorente, 2012). In table 1 heritabilities and genetic correlation obtained from
bivariate analysis are shown. Genetic correlation between SRS% and Mort% was of high
magnitude (0.90), showing the same tendency reported in other similar studies for
furunculosis (Gjoen et al., 1997); IPNv (Storset et al., 2007) and sea lice (Kolstad et al.,
2005). As a preliminary report, breeding values for SRS resistance considered as mortality
obtained in a controlled challenge done by intra-peritoneal injection (SRS%) seems to be a
good criteria for selecting by P. salmonis resistance to obtain good performance in sea water
conditions. However, different productive sites with different levels of P. salmonis prevalence
should be studied to quantify the range of this genetic correlation.

Conclusions

This is the first study aiming to estimate genetic correlation for P. salmonis mortality
measured under controlled and field conditions. Considering the genetic correlation between
both conditions, we found a good preliminary correspondence between SRS% EBV and
expression under field rearing sea water conditions.
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Table 1. Heritabilities, and genetic correlation of SRS % and Mort %
SRS % Mort %

SRS % 0.26 ± 0.01
Mort % 0.90 ± 0.05 0.62 ± 0,03




